Cunningham, Robert O'Darrell. Printed materials, 1952. 4 items.
Politician. Articles (1952) regarding Oklahoma state representative Cunningham’s proposal for a 1952 road bond, including details of the proposal and favorable editorial comments.

Item:
1. "Highway Bond Backers Given Boost by Nance" (James C. Nance, speaker-designate of the state house of representatives), from the Oklahoma City Times (August 14, 1952).

2. Reprint of "The Real McCoy" column by Leon Hatfield from The Midwest City Leader of August 15, 1952 discussing the road bond issue.

3. "Better Modern Safer Roads for Oklahoma", a poster with "facts and figures" about the proposed road bond (1952). There is also a write-in ballot in favor of the road bond to be sent to Governor Johnston Murray.

4. Write-in ballot favoring the road bond to be sent to Governor Johnston Murray (2 copies).

5. Envelope from Representative Cunningham's office with the slogan "Safe Roads are a Must for Oklahoma".